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the chinese alphabet has five groups of characters, which have different tones in cantonese, although you can
learn to read and write it with only one tone in mandarin. to facilitate pronunciation, you can pronounce the first

group ( 第一组 ) of characters in the tones corresponding to the mandarin group, and the second group ( 第二组 ) in
the tones corresponding to the cantonese group. the third group ( 第三组 ) is pronounced in the cantonese tone,

and the fourth group ( 第四组 ) in the mandarin tone. the tones of the chinese alphabet are distinct from the tones
of the chinese language itself, and this is why you need to practice reading chinese texts aloud with these tones

and not just ordinary tones. because the chinese language consists of thousands of characters, the second
method is the quickest way to learn, and you can use it to get a feel for the chinese alphabet. while learning, you
will soon find that you will need to write the characters. by writing out each character that you learn, you will be

building a systematic knowledge of the chinese alphabet. as you develop your writing skills, you will find that
you are using fewer and fewer characters to write out new words and sentences. for each of these characters,
you must practice writing, reading, and speaking. these three basic elements are the three legs of the learning
tripod. once they are practiced, the characters will begin to appear without conscious thought. you will naturally

start to recognize the character and know how to read and write it. if you learn to write chinese well, you can
read chinese to learn to speak chinese. learning chinese is a never-ending cycle!
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learn chinese is so easy because it also contains use of chinese grammar in conversational sentences which
really helps you to structure the sentence correctly using verbs, particles, adverbs & other parts of speech. this
chinese app is completely offline and also provides offline english to chinese dictionary feature that will support
you for memorizing the words in daily language usage. sometimes, a tiny smartphone screen just isnt adequate,

especially when you are trying to learn something new. the great thing about pdf lessons, tools or files is that
they can be quickly printed and taken anywhere after you download them. in fact, printing out chinese lessons in

pdf format can actually save you time when compared to going through the material on a smartphone with a
small screeneven with the extra printing time! learn chinese is so easy because it also contains use of chinese
grammar in conversational sentences which really helps you to structure the sentence correctly using verbs,

particles, adverbs & other parts of speech. 5ec8ef588b
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